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Abstract: The mechanism of the CH3O• + O2 reaction in the gas phase leading to CH2O + HO2
• was studied

by using high-level quantum mechanical electronic structure calculations. The CASSCF method with the 6-311G-
(d,p) basis set was employed for geometry optimization of 15 stationary points on the ground-state potential
energy reaction surface and computing their harmonic vibrational frequencies. These stationary points were
confirmed by subsequent geometry optimizations and vibrational frequencies calculations by using the CISD
and QCISD methods with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets. Relative energies were calculated at the
CCSD(T) level of theory with extended basis sets up to cc-pVTZ at the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p)-optimized
geometries. In contrast to a recent theoretical study predicting an addition/elimination mechanism forming the
trioxy radical CH3OOO• as intermediate, the oxidation of CH3O• by O2 is found to occur by a direct H atom
transfer mechanism through a ringlike transition structure ofCs symmetry. This transition structure shows an
intermolecular noncovalent O‚‚‚O bonding interaction, which lowers its potential energy with respect to that
of a noncyclic transition structure by about 8 kcal/mol. The 1,4 H atom transfer in CH3OOO• is not accompanied
by HO2

• elimination but leads to the trioxomethyl radical•CH2OOOH via a puckered ringlike transition structure,
lying 50.6 kcal/mol above the energy of the reactants. The direct H atom transfer pathway is predicted to
occur with an Arrhenius activation energy of 2.8 kcal/mol and a preexponential factor of 3.5733× 10-14

molecule cm3 s-1 at 298 K. Inclusion of quantum mechanical tunneling correction to the rate constant computed
with these parameters leads to a rate constant of 2.7× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1 at 298 K, in good agreement
with the experimental value of 1.9× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1.

I. Introduction

The methoxy radical (CH3O•) plays a key role in chemical
reactions important in both atmospheric and combustion envi-
ronments.1 Under atmospheric conditions the CH3O• is oxidated
by molecular oxygen (O2, 3Σg

-) forming formaldehyde (CH2O)
and hydroperoxy radical (HO2•). There are at least three possible
pathways for this reaction: (a) by bimolecular hydrogen
abstraction through a direct transfer of a H atom from CH3O•

to O2

(b) by radical addition of CH3O• to O2 forming the methyltrioxy
radical CH3OOO• (1) as intermediate

which might undergo an intramolecular 1,4-hydrogen shift,
forming the trioxomethyl radical•CH2OOOH (2)

and subsequent homolytic cleavage of the central OO bond of
the latter radical, leading to fragmentation into CH2O + HO2

•,

and (c) by concerted elimination of HO2
• from the intermediate

radical1 formed by addition of CH3O• to O2 (eq 2)

These reaction pathways are shown in Scheme 1, whereTS1-
TS5 denote the transition states involved in eqs 1-5, respec-
tively. Which of these routes is responsable for CH2O formation
at low temperatures remains an issue of discussion.
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Several investigators2-8 reported rate constant measurements
for reaction eq 1, covering a temperature range of approximately
300-970 K. From these measurements the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Publication 94-269 has recommended the parameters
A ) 3.9 × 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 andEa/R ) 900 ( 300
for the thermal Arrhenius expression of the rate constant for
the reaction of CH3O• with O2. Lorenz et al.7 have observed
that the smallA-factor for this reaction rules out a noncyclic
transition state such as that expected for a conventional direct
bimolecular H-abstraction reaction eq 1, referred to asTSA,

because the correspondingA-factor is expected to be in the range
(3-6) × 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.10 In discussing their results
of the kinetic study for the reaction of isopropoxy radical
((CH3)2CHO•) with O2, Balla et al.11 have rationalized the small
A-factors measured for H transfer from alkoxy radicals to O2

in terms of a tight transition state. As has been noted recently
by Wu and Carr12 in their kinetic study of the reaction of CFCl2-
CH2O• with O2, the transition state theory predicts that cyclic
transition structures can accommodateA-factors even smaller
than 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, since the formation of a five-
membered ring transition structure from an intermediate trioxy
radical CFCl2CH2OOO• requires an entropy change of about
-13 cal deg-1 mol-1 and causes a 3 order of magnitude decrease
of theA-factor from the normal value. On the other hand, using
group additivity rules13 Hartman et al.14 have estimated that
formation of CH3CH2OOO• from CH3CH2O• and O2 is suf-
ficiently endoergic to rule out the formation of an intermediate
bound complex with a tight transition state. However, a recent
ab initio study15 by Jungkamp and Seinfeld has shown that the
group additivity scheme significantly overestimates the enthal-
pies of formation of trioxy radicals.

To elucidate the mechanism by which CH2O + HO2
• is

formed and ascertain the nature of the transition state involved,
there is a need for rigorous quantum-chemical calculations of
the potential energy surface (PES) of the CH3O• + O2 reaction.
To date the only theoretical study focused on this PES seems
to be one recently reported by Jungkamp and Seinfeld.16 The

energetic profiles of pathways (a) and (c) were calculated by
using G2M(RCC)17 and CBS-QCI/APNO18 model chemistries.
The G2M(RCC) calculations were performed at the geometries
of stationary points (minima and saddle points) located on the
PES using the hybrid density functional theory method known
as B3LYP, i.e., Becke’s three parameter nonlocal-exchange
functional19 with the nonlocal correlation functional of Lee,
Yang, and Parr,20 employing the d,p-polarized triple split-valence
6-311G(d,p) basis set21 with Cartesiand functions. The CBS-
QCI/APNO calculations were carried out at the geometries
optimized by using quadratic configuration interaction with the
single and double excitations (QCISD) method,22 based on a
reference spin-unrestricted single determinant, employing the
6-311G(d,p) basis set with spherical harmonicd functions. The
298 K barrier height for path (a) was found to be 11.5 (14.8)
kcal/mol at the G2M(RCC) level (CBS-QCI/APNO value in
parentheses). Along path (c), the HO2

• elimination from the cis
isomer of1 was found to take place via a ringlike transition
state with a barrier of 1.3 (8.5) kcal/mol. A schematic drawing
of this transition state, referred to asTSB (transition structure

TS4 in ref 16) is depicted below (distances in Å and angle in
deg). Accordingly, Jungkamp and Seinfeld concluded that
oxidation of CH3O• is likely to occur by an addition/elimination
mechanism forming1 as the intermediate rather than by direct
H-abstraction. However, pathway (b), involving the intramo-
lecular 1,4-hydrogen shift1 f 2, was not reported in their paper.

At this point it is worth noticing that Schaefer and co-
workers23 have very recently reported a theoretical study on
the mechanism of the oxidation of the ethyl radical (CH3CH2

•)
by O2 forming ethene (CH2CH2) and HO2

•. Using the B3LYP
method with a triple-ú plus double-polarization plus f functions
(TZ2Pf) basis set they found two distinct but energetically
proximate intramolecular hydrogen-transfer transition structures
on the ground-state PES of the CH3CH2

• + O2 reaction. One
of the transition structures corresponds to the transition state
for the concerted HO2• elimination in the ethylperoxy radical
(CH3CH2OO•), a reaction analogous to that of eq 5, while the
other transition structure corresponds to the transition state for
the 1,4-hydrogen shift in CH3CH2OO• leading to the hydro-
peroxyethyl radical (•CH2CH2OOH). Since CH3O• and CH3-
CH2

•, as well as CH2O and CH2CH2, are isoelectronic molecules,
one would expect similar pathways for the oxidation of CH3O•

and CH3CH2
• by O2 forming CH2O and CH2CH2, respectively.

Accordingly, it is likely that a pathway for the 1,4-hydrogen
shift in 1 leading to2 also exists on the ground-state PES of
the CH3O• + O2 reaction. To investigate this possibility, we
carried out a quantum-chemical investigation of pathway (b).
Preliminary B3LYP calculations with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set
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indicated that the intermediate radical2 is not a stationary point
on the PES, while complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF)24 calculations with the latter basis predicted2 to be
a local minimum. Furthermore, an intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC)25 calculation at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level showed that
the ringlike transition structureTSB is connected to a hydrogen-
bonded [CH2O‚‚‚HOO•] complex in the forward direction and
to a loosely bound [CH3O•‚‚‚O2] complex, rather than to the
intermediate1, in the reverse reaction. Therefore, the reaction
mechanism conclusions of Jungkamp and Seinfeld were ques-
tioned by these results.

In an attempt to clarify how CH3O• is oxidated by O2 in the
gas phase, here we present the results of our theoretical
investigation. Specifically, we report a complete characterization
of 15 stationary points on the ground-state PES of the CH3O•

+ O2 reaction, including predictions of geometrical structures,
harmonic vibrational frequencies, absolute entropies, and relative
energies of minima and transition structures. Energy differences
between the direct H atom transfer and stepwise addition/
elimination mechanisms are obtained and rationalized in terms
of the structural features shown by the radical intermediates
and transition structures involved. Finally, the Arrhenius
parameters and rate constant for the rate-determining step of
the energetically preferred pathway are compared with the
available experimental data.

II. Electronic Structure Considerations

Experimental studies of its electronic and vibrational spectra
have established that the electronic ground state of CH3O• has
C3V molecular symmetry and corresponds to a degenerate2E
state.26 The Jahn-Teller theorem predicts that the equilibrium
geometry of CH3O• will distort to a geometry of lower symmetry
wherein the degeneracy will be removed. In fact, previous ab
initio electronic structure calculations27-30 have found a small
energy lowering (0.35-0.63 kcal/mol) when the geometry of
the electronic ground state2E undergoes its Jahn-Teller
distortion from C3V to Cs, symmetry leading to a stable
nondegenerate ground state2A′. Scheme 2 shows a diagram-
matic representation of the electronic structure of the reactants
and products for reaction eq 1 assuming that the O2 molecule
abstracts the H atom of CH3O• lying in the molecular symmetry
plane. Following the convention of Goddard et al.31 here we
have ignored the core orbitals, 1s for carbon, 1s and 2s for
oxygen, which are tightly bound and remain relatively un-
changed as the atoms are brought together to form the molecules.
See Scheme 2 for orbital designations. Dots indicate the number
of electrons in each orbital and tie lines indicate the coupling
of two singly occupied orbitals into a bonding pair.

At infinite separation the lowest electronic state of the
reactants system is a doublet of A′′ symmetry, originating from
a coupling of the2A′ state of CH3O• with the 3Σg

- state of O2.

If reaction 1 takes place through direct H-abstraction withinCs

symmetry, with the O2 in-plane, it would initially be assumed
the H atom transfer arises simply from the interaction of the 1s
orbital of the in-plane H atom of CH3O• with the singly occupied
in-planeπ* component of O2. Then it is apparent from Scheme
2 that the ground state of the reactants (2A′′) correlates with
the2A′′ ground state of the products, originating from a coupling
of the2A′′ state of HO2

• with the1A1 state of CH2O. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the direct H-abstraction mechanism of
reaction 1 is symmetry-allowed and corresponds to an adiabatic
process on the ground-state PES of the CH3O• + O2 reaction.

Recent ab initio quantum-chemical calculations15,16,32have
shown that the methyltrioxy radical1 exhibits two distinct
minima on the2A′′ electronic ground-state PES corresponding
to the cis and trans conformal stereoisomers ofCs symmetry.
The G2M(RCC) and CBS-APNO formalisms predict the trans
isomer to be 1.14 and 0.97 kcal/mol, respectively, higher in
energy than the cis isomer. Scheme 3 depicts a diagrammatic
representation of the electronic structure ofcis-1 with the in-
plane H atom directed toward the terminal O atom. As seen in
Scheme 3, the unpaired electron ofcis-1 is localized on an out-
of-plane 2p orbital of the terminal O atom. This key feature
strongly suggests that the 1,4-hydrogen shift1 f 2 should take
place via a puckered (C1 symmetry) ringlike transition structure
to allow the interaction between the 1s orbital of a H atom of
the CH3 group and the singly occupied 2p orbital of the terminal
O atom. However, if one assumes that prior to the 1,4-hydrogen
shift in cis-1 the central OO bond is stretched until the two
electrons forming this bond become uncoupled, the electronic
structure ofcis-1 may be depicted as a combination of the two
valence bond structures shown in Scheme 4. In this situation
the 1s orbital of the in-plane H atom can interact with the singly
occupied in-plane 2p orbital of the terminal O atom forming a
planar (Cs symmetry) ringlike transition structure such asTSB
leading to CH2O plus HO2

•. However, when the central OO
bond incis-1 is partially broken, the direct dissociation ofcis-1
into CH3O• + O2, rather than the H-transfer process, would also
be possible.
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III. Methods and Computational Details

The geometries of the relevant stationary points on the [CH3O3]•

ground-state PES were initially optimized by using the spin-unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) version of the self-consistent field (SCF) mo-
lecular orbital (MO) method33 with the d-polarized split-valence 6-31G-
(d) basis set34 employing analytical gradient procedures.35,36 All these
ab initio calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 94 program
package.37

The UHF wave function of several calculated transition structures
(i.e., TS1-TS4) was subjected to very serious spin contamination,S2

ranging from 0.814 to 1.564 as compared to 0.75 for a pure doublet
state. This can be taken as an indication of strong nondynamical electron
correlation effects. One may then question the reliability of the
geometries calculated at the UHF level of theory for these structures.
Accordingly, all the geometries (minima and saddle points) were
reoptimized by use of multiconfiguration SCF (MCSCF) wave functions
of the CASSCF class24 with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set employing
analytical gradient procedures.36,38 The complete active spaces were
selected following the procedure recently suggested by Anglada and
Bofill, 39 based on the fractional occupation of the natural orbitals
generated from the first-order density matrix calculated from an initial
multireference single- and double-excitation configuration interaction
(MRDCI) wave function correlating all valence electrons. All CASSCF
geometry optimizations were carried out by using the GAMESS system
of programs.40

All the stationary points were characterized by their harmonic
vibrational frequencies as minima or saddle points. The harmonic
vibrational frequencies were obtained by diagonalizing the mass-
weighted Cartesian force constant matrix calculated analytically at the
CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) level by using GAUSSIAN 94. Connections of
the transition structures between designated minima were confirmed
in each case by IRC calculations25 at the latter level of theory by using
the second-order algorithm of Gonzalez and Schlegel41 implemented
into GAMESS, with a step size of 0.15 bohr‚amu1/2.

To asses the reliability of the CASSCF results, the geometries and
harmonic vibrational frequencies of the most relevant stationary points
were also calculated by using the configuration interaction with all
single and double excitations (CISD)42 and quadratic CISD (QCISD)22

methods, based on a reference UHF single determinant, with core

electrons excluded from correlation treatment (frozen core approxima-
tion), employing the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets.

To incorporate the effect of dynamical valence-electron correlation
on the relative energy ordering of the stationary points located at the
CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) level, we carried out single-point (frozen core)
coupled-cluster43 calculations including all single and double excitations,
based on a reference UHF single determinant, together with a
perturbative treatment of all connected triple excitations44 (CCSD(T)).
To establish that our results were converged with respect to the basis
set, the CCSD(T) calculations were carried out with the 6-311G(d,p),
6-311+G(d,p)45 (which includes a single additional difusse sp shell on
heavy atoms only), 6-311+G(3df,2p)45 (which includes triple d-
polarization and a single additional f-polarization on heavy atoms and
double p-polarization on hydrogen atoms), and Dunning’s correlation-
consistent polarized valence triple-ú (cc-pVTZ) basis sets.46 Finally,
total energies for relevant stationary points were also evaluated from
partially spin-adapted CCSD(T) calculations based on a restricted open-
shell Hartree-Fock reference determinant (RCCSD(T)47) to accomplish
the spin contamination problem in spin-unrestricted coupled-cluster
wave functions.48 The cc-pVTZ basis set was used in the latter
calculations. The CISD, QCISD, and CCSD(T) calculations were carried
out with the GAUSSIAN 94 program, whereas the MOLPRO 9649

program package was employed for the RCCSD(T) calculations.
Zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVEs) were determined from

harmonic vibrational frequencies calculated at the CASSCF/6-311G-
(d,p) level. Our best total energies at 0 K correspond to the sum of the
RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energy and ZPVE correction. Thermal energy
(TE) corrections and absolute entropies (S) were obtained, assuming
ideal gas behavior, from the harmonic frequencies and moments of
inertia by standard methods.50 A standard pressure of 1 atm was taken
in theScalculations. The TE correction to the RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ+
ZPVE energy was evaluated as a sum of the translational and rotational
energies at the absolute temperatureT and the change in the vibrational
energy in going from 0 toT K. The activation energy (Ea) and
preexponential factor (A) of the thermal Arrhenius expression of the
second-order rate constant for reaction eq 1 were calculated by the
following relations:

where∆Eq and ∆Sc
q are the energy and entropy (for standard states

expressed in concentration units) changes between the reactants and
the transition structure of the rate-determining step,R is the ideal gas
constant,k is the Boltzmann constant, andh is the Plank constant.∆Eq

was calculated as follows:

whereVq is the potential energy barrier (calculated at the RCCSD(T)/
cc-pVTZ level) and∆ZPVE and∆E(T) are the differences between
the transition state and reactant ZPVE and TE corrections, respectively.
∆Sc

q was calculated by the following relation:
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Scheme 4

Ea ) ∆Eq + RT (6)

A ) (e2kT/h) exp(∆Sc
q/R) (7)

∆Eq ) Vq + ∆ZPVE + ∆E(T) (8)
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where ∆Sq is the entropy change for standard states expressed in
pressure units andR′ the ideal gas constant in liter atmosphere units,
that is, 0.082 L atm/(mol‚K).

Tunneling correction to the rate constant was calculated by zero-
order approximation to the vibrationally adiabatic PES model with zero
curvature.51 In this approximation the tunneling is assumed to occur
along a unidimensional minimum energy path. The potential energy
curve is approximated by an unsymmetrical Eckart potential energy
barrier52 that is required to go through the ZPVE corrected energies of
the reactants, transition state, and products. The equations that describe
the Eckart potential energy function were adapted from Truong and
Truhlar.51 Solving the Schroedinger equation for the Eckart function
yields the transmission probability,κ(E). The tunneling correction,
Γ*(T), is obtained as the ratio between the quantum mechanical and
the classical rate constants calculated by integrating the respectiveκ(E),
over all possible energies:

To examine the characteristics of the bonding and interactions in
the most relevant structures we have also performed an analysis of the
electronic charge density within the framework of the topological theory
of atom in molecules (AIM) making use of the PROAIM and
EXTREME programs of Bader et al.53 and the MORPHY 97 pro-
grams.54 The first-order electron density matrix obtained from the
CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) wave function and theZ density matrix deter-
mined from QCISD/6-311G(d,p) gradient calculations55 were used in
this analysis. The theory of AIM has been reviewed in a monograph56

and in a recent review.57

IV. Results and Discussion

Selected geometrical parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p)-
optimized structures of all reactants, products, intermediates,
and transition states are shown in Figures 1-5. For the purpose
of comparison, the geometrical parameters of the structures
optimized at the QCISD/6-311G(d,p) level are given in paren-
theses.58 Some of these QCISD/6-311G(d,p)-optimized struc-
tures (i.e.;TS1, TS1′, TS2, TSGT, trans-1, and cis-1) have
been reported previously.16 Relative energies calculated at the
CCSD(T) level of theory with different basis sets are given in
Table 1. In addition, Table 1 includes the ZPVEs, as well as
the TE corrections and absolute entropies calculated at 298 K.
Tables S1-S3 (Supporting Information) contain the total
energies calculated at various levels of theory with different
basis sets. Figure 6 summarizes the potential energy profiles
calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level for pathways (a) and
(b). These profiles only include the most relevant stationary
points located on the PES. Calculated topological properties of
the bond critical points and net atomic charges inTS1andTS1′,
determined from Bader AIM analysis of the CASSCF/6-311G-

(d,p) and QCISD/6-311G(d,p) electron charge densities, are
given in Table 2 and Table S4 (Supporting Information),
respectively. Finally, the net atomic charges of the most relevant
structures calculated from Bader Population Analysis at the
CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) and QCISD/6-311G(d,p) levels are avail-
able as Supporting Information (Tables S5 and S6).

A. Direct H Atom Transfer Mechanism. Reaction 1 is
predicted to be exoergic by 26.5 kcal/mol at the RCCSD(T)/
cc-pVTZ level of computation. Inclusion of the ZPVE and TE
corrections leads to an energy of reaction of-26.6 and-26.3
kcal/mol at 0 and 298 K, respectively. The latter value is in
excellent agreement with the∆Hr of -26.2 kcal/mol at 298 K
obtained from experimental∆Hf.59

We have found two transition structures,TS1 and TS1′
(Figure 1), for direct H atom transfer from CH3O• to O2. Both
haveCs symmetry and correspond to the lowest2A′′ electronic
state.TS1 and TS1′ differentiates one from the other in the
following conformations:TS1, with the OO bond in thecis
position toward the CO bond, andTS1′, with the OO bond in
the trans position. In both transition structures the C2H1O4
angle deviates significantly from the expected value of 180°
for a typical H atom transfer from a C atom to an O atom.
Although the geometrical parameters computed at the CASSCF
and QCISD levels of theory forTS1 andTS1′ are qualitatively
in agreement, it is apparent (see Figure 1) that the CASSCF
transition structures are somewhat closer to the products than
in the case of the QCISD transition structures. Thus in the
transition structures computed at the CASSCF level the moving
H1 atom is located closer to the O4 than to the C2 atom, the
CdO double bond is nearly formed, and the radical center is
shifted to the out-of-plane p-orbital of the O5 atom of the
dioxygen moiety. On the basis that the UHF wave functions
underlying the QCISD calculations ofTS1 and TS1′ show a
high spin contamination, as indicated by theS2 values of 1.6334
(TS1) and 1.6755 (TS1′), we adopt the reasonable view that
the CASSCF optimized structures are more reliable.

The IRC calculations at the CASSCF level of theory showed
that bothTS1andTS1′ go backward to a loosely bound [CH3O•‚
‚‚O2] complex. The optimized geometry of this complex,CX1
(Figure 2), was characterized as a true local minimum on the
PES. At the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level,CX1 lies only 0.6 kcal/

(51) Truong, T. N.; Truhlar, D. G.J. Chem. Phys.1990, 93, 1761.
(52) Eckart, C.Phys. ReV. 1930, 35, 1303.
(53) (a) Biegler-Ko¨nig, F. W.; Bader, R. F. W.; Tang, T.-H.J. Comput.

Chem.1982, 3, 317. (b) Bader, R. F. W.; Tang, T.-H.; Tal, Y.; Biegler-
König, F. W.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1982, 104, 946.

(54) (a) MORPHY 97: Popelier, P. L. A. with contributions from Bone,
R. G. A.; UMIST: Manchester, UK. 1997. (b) Popelier, P. L. A.Comput.
Phys. Commun.1998, 108,180.

(55) See, e.g.: Wiberg, K. B.; Hadad, C. M.; LePage, T.; Breneman, C.
M.; Frisch, M. J.J. Phys. Chem.1992, 96, 671.

(56) Bader, R. F. W.Atoms in Molecules: A Quantum Theory;
Clarendon: Oxford, 1990.

(57) Bader, R. F. W.; Popelier, P. L. A.; Keith, T. A.Angew. Chem.,
Int. Ed. Engl.1994, 33, 620.

(58) A full set of Cartesian coordinates for all stationary points as
obtained by the different methods see available upon request from the
corresponding author.

(59) ∆Hf(CH3O•) ) 4.0( 1.0 kcal/mol,60 ∆Hf (HO2
•) ) 3.8( 1.2 kcal/

mol,61 and∆Hf (CH2O) ) -26.0 ( 0.2 kcal/mol at 298 K. For the latter
value see ref 62.

(60) Ruscic, B.; Berkowitz, J.J. Chem. Phys.1991, 95, 4033.
(61) Fisher, E. R.; Armentrout, P. B.J. Phys. Chem.1990, 94, 4396.
(62) Lias, S. G.; Bartmess, J. E.; Liebman, J. B.; Holmes, J. L.; Levin,

R. D.; Mallard, W. G.J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data1988, 17, 168.

∆Sc
q ) ∆Sq + R ln(R′T) (9)

Γ*(T) )
exp((∆Vq + ∆ZPVE)/kT)

kT ∫0

∞
exp(- E

kT) κ(E) dE (10)

Figure 1. Selected parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized
geometries of the transition structures (TS1andTS1′) for direct H atom
transfer from CH3O• to O2. The QCISD/6-311G(d,p) optimized geo-
metrical parameters are given in parentheses. Distances are given in
angstroms and angles in degrees.
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mol below the energy of the isolated reactants. Inclusion of the
correction for the basis set superposition effects (BSSE),
calculated by using the counterpoise method,63,64 leads to a
stabilization energy ofCX1 toward decomposition into CH3O•

+ O2 of 0.3 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of
computation. The above IRC calculations for the forward
direction established that bothTS1andTS1′ lead to a hydrogen-
bonded [H2CO‚‚‚HOO•] complex. The optimized geometry of
this complex,CX2 (Figure 2), has one imaginary harmonic
vibrational frequency corresponding to the rotation of the
methylene group around the C2O3 bond. A geometry reopti-
mization ofCX2, slightly modified according to the this normal
mode, led to a local minimum,CX3 (Figure 2), which appears
to be a [H2CO‚‚‚HOO•] complex showing a short (1.949 Å)
and a long (2.878 Å) hydrogen bond. At the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ
level of computation, this complex lies 9.0 kcal/mol below the
energy of the isolated products. The correction for BSSE leads
to a stabilization energy ofCX3 toward decomposition into
CH2O + HO2

• of 8.1 kcal/mol. Inclusion of the ZPVE correction
to the latter value gives a stabilization energy of 6.1 kcal/mol
at 0 K.

At this point it is important to note that the geometry
optimized at the QCISD/6-311G(d,p) level of computation for

TS1 (Figure 1) and its total energy (Table S3, Supporting
Information) are identical with those found by Jungkamp and
Seinfeld at the same level forTSB, namely the transition
structure that should connect the intermediatecis-1 and the
products CH2O + HO2

•. However, IRC calculations at the
QCISD level with both the 6-31G(d) and 6-31G(d,p) basis sets,
starting at the corresponding optimized structure ofTS1,
confirmed in each case thatTS1 connects the complexesCX1
andCX2, rather thancis-1 and CH2O + HO2

•. This important
discrepancy will be discussed later.

At the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) levelTS1 is calculated to be
3.7 kcal/mol less energetic thanTS1′ (see Table S1). On the
basis that the O5O3 distance inTS1 (2.412 Å) is 0.388 Å shorter
than twice the oxygen atom van der Waals nonbonded radius
(1.40 Å),65 one would expectTS1 to be higher in energy than
TS1′ owing to the electrostatic repulsion between the lone pairs
on the O5 and O3 atoms inTS1. Furthermore, the absolute
entropy ofTS1 at 298 K is calculated to be 7.6 eu lower than
the entropy ofTS1′, so the former transition structure is “tighter”
than the latter. How can the energy difference betweenTS1
andTS1′ be rationalized? We begin by comparing the results
of the topological analysis of the electronic charge density in
TS1 and TS1′. Figure 7 displays the contour plot of the
electronic charge density forTS1 in the Cs symmetry plane.(63) Boys, S. F.; Bernardi, F.Mol. Phys.1970, 19, 553.

(64) van Duijneveldt, F. B.; van Duijneveldt-van de Rijdt, J. G. C. M.;
van Lenthe, J. H.Chem. ReV. 1994, 94, 1873.

(65) Pauling, L. C.The Nature of the Chemical Bond;Cornell University
Press: Ithaca, NY, 1960.

Figure 2. Selected parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries of the loosely bound [CH3O•‚‚‚O2] complex (CX1) and the
hydrogen-bonded [H2CO‚‚‚HOO•] complexes (CX2, CX3). The QCISD/6-311G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometrical parameters
are given in parentheses and square brackets, respectively. Distances are given in angstroms and angles in degrees.

Figure 3. Selected parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries of the transition structure (TS2) for the addition of CH3O• to O2,
the trans (trans-1), gauche (gauche-1), and cis (cis-1) conformers of the intermediate CH3OOO•, and the transition structure (TSGT) connecting
trans-1 andgauche-1. The caption for Figure 1 describes the assumed notation.
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The crucial feature is that inTS1 exists an extra bond critical
point located between the oxygen atoms O5 and O3. As shown
by the data in Table 2, this bond critical point is somewhat
closer to O3 than to O5. We recall that a bond critical point
between two atoms indicates the presence of a binding interac-
tion between these atoms. Consequently, the lower energy of
TS1with respect toTS1′ can be ascribed to a binding interaction
between the terminal oxygen atoms inTS1, which is lacking
in TS1′ due to the long distance between these atoms.

The origin of the unexpected binding interaction between the
terminal oxygen atoms inTS1 can be elucidated by analyzing
the topological properties of the bond critical point found
between these atoms (see Table 2). Thus the relatively low value
of the electronic charge density (Fb ) 0.0262 au) and the positive
value of its Laplacian (∇2Fb ) 0.1030 au) at this bond critical
point indicate that O5 and O3 are bound by a closed-shell
interaction. According to the net atomic charges calculated for
atoms O3 and O5 (i.e.,-0.972 and-0.016 e, respectively),
there is a large accumulation of negative charge within the basin
of the O3 atom, while the negative charge within the basin of
the O5 atoms is remarkably small. Since the net atomic charge
on the oxygen atom in CH3O• is calculated to be-0.678e (see
Table S5), the large negative net charge on the O3 atom inTS1

arises from the transfer of charge from C2 to O3 due to the
formation of a π bond between these atoms. In fact, the
ellipticity of the C2O3 bond inTS1 (ε ) 0.1179) is nearly
identical to that calculated (0.1161) for the CdO double bond
in CH2O. Figure 8 shows the contour plot in theCs symmetry
plane of the MO associated to the formingπ bond between the
C2 and O3 atoms inTS1. It is worth noting that one side of
this π orbital is directed toward the O5 atom. Due to the large
accumulation of negative charge within the basin of the O3
atom, the nucleus of the O5 atom is attracted by the large net
negative field exerted on it by the O3 atom, and the electronic
charge distribution in the basin of the O5 atom must polarize
away from the O3 atom to balance this net attractive force on
its nucleus. On the other hand, the nucleus of the O5 atom
attracts the electronic charge distribution in the basin of the O3
atom so it must polarize toward the O5 atom. Thus, the terminal
oxygen atoms inTS1 are bound due to the polarization of both
atoms caused by the forces exerted on their nuclei by the
electronic charge accumulated on the O3 atom, which arises
chiefly from the forming C2O3π bond.

The energy difference of 3.7 kcal/mol betweenTS1′ andTS1,
predicted by the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) calculations, rises to 7.5
kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p) level. This result indicates
that the dynamical valence-electron correlation lowers the energy
of TS1 with respect toTS1′. On the other hand, Table 1 shows
that the basis set extension does not change significantly the
relative energy of these transition structures. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the preferred route for direct H atom transfer
from CH3O• to O2 takes place throughTS1. Further support to
this transition structure is provided by the predicted activation
entropy of-35.3 cal mol-1 K-1, calculated at 298 K from the
absolute entropies for the reactants andTS1. This value is in
excellent agreement with the value of-35.1 cal mol-1 K-1

determined from the recommended9 experimental Arrhenius
preexponential factorA ) 3.9 × 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s.-1

B. Stepwise Mechanism.The first step of pathway (b)
consists of the formation of the trans isomer of the methyltri-
oxide radical,trans-1 (Figure 3), via a transition structure of
Cs symmetry, TS2 (Figure 3), when the oxygen molecule
attaches to the radical site of CH3O•. This process is predicted
to be endoergic by 4.8 kcal/mol with a potential energy barrier
of 7.4 kcal/mol. At the RCCSD/cc-pVTZ level of computation
this barrier is lowered to 5.6 kcal/mol. Thus the potential energy
barrier for the formation oftrans-1 is only 1.8 kcal/mol higher
than the barrier calculated at the same level for the direct H
atom transfer from CH3O• to O2 via TS1. Inclusion of the ZPVE
corrections increases to 4.5 kcal/mol the energy barrier differ-
ence between these two competing reactions.

In addition to the trans conformer of the radical intermediate
1, the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) calculations predict the existence
of a gauche minimum of this radical,gauche-1 (Figure 3), lying
only 0.2 kcal/mol belowtrans-1. This prediction is in good
agreement with the results of both CISD and QCISD calculations
with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d,p) basis set, which also predict
the gauche conformer of1 to be a local minimum. In contrast,
no stationary point on the PES was found for the gauche isomer
of 1 at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of computation. A torsional
transition structure,TSGT (Figure 3), connecting thegauche-1
and trans-1 local minima was located at the CASSCF, CISD,
and QCISD levels of theory with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G-
(d,p) basis sets. It is worth noting thatTSGT corresponds to
the transition structureTS3of Jungkamp and Seinfeld’s paper,16

located at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and QCISD/6-311G(d,p)
levels of computation, which was erroneously assigned to the

Figure 4. Selected parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized
geometries of the transition structure (TS3) for the 1,4-hydrogen shift
in CH3OOO• and the intermediate•CH2OOOH (2). The CISD/6-311G-
(d,p) optimized geometrical parameters ofTS2 are given in square
brackets and the QCISD/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometrical parameters
of 2 are given in parentheses. Distances are given in angstroms and
angles in degrees.

Figure 5. Selected parameters of the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized
geometries of the transition structure (TS4) for the fragmentation of
•CH2OOOH into CH2O + HO2

•. The caption for Figure 1 describes
the assumed notation.
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trans/cis conformal change in1. In addition toTSGT, at the
QCISD level of theory with both the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G-
(d,p) basis sets we located a torsional transition structure,TSCG
(Supporting Information), connecting thegauche-1 and cis-1
local minima. Regarding the cis conformer of1, both the
CASSCF and CISD calculations with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G-
(d,p) basis sets predict its optimized structure,cis-1 (Figure 3),
to be the transition structure connecting the two equivalent
structures (i.e., mirror images) ofgauche-1. These findings are
in clear contrast with the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and QCISD/6-
311G(d,p) calculations of Jungkamp and Seinfeld15,16 and our
QCISD/6-31G(d) calculations, which predictcis-1 to be a true
local minimum on the PES.

At the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ+ ZPVE levelcis-1 turns out to
be the lowest energy conformer of radical1, lying 6.7 kcal/
mol above the reactants, CH3O• + O2. This energy difference
is significantly higher than the values of 0.87 and 2.01 kcal/
mol predicted by the G2M(RCC) and CBS-APNO model
chemistries.16 On the other hand, the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ+
ZPVE calculated energy difference of 1.2 kcal/mol between the
cis and trans isomers of1 is in close agreement with the values
of 1.14 and 0.97 kcal/mol predicted by the latter two methods.
At this point it is worth comparing the endoergicity of 8.3 kcal/
mol, determined at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ+ ZPVE level, for
the formation of gauche-1 from CH3O• + O2 with the exo-
ergicity of 30.5 kcal/mol reported by Schaefer and co-workers66

Figure 6. Schematic potential energy profiles showing the most relevant structures concerning the direct H atom transfer and stepwise pathways
for the oxidation of CH3O• by O2 forming CH2O + HO2

•. Relative energy values were obtained from CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energy calculations at the
CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries.

Table 1. Calculated Relative Energies (E, kcal/mol),a Zero-Point Vibrational Energies (ZPVE, kcal/mol),b Thermal Energy Corrections (TEC,
kcal/mol),b,c and Absolute Entropies (S, eu)b,c for Various Species through the CH3O• + O2 Reaction

E

species state 6-311G(d,p) 6-311+G(d,p) 6-311+G(3df,2p) cc-pVTZ ZPVEd TEC S

CH3O• + O2
2A′′ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.2 (0) 3.3 105.5

CX1 2A′′ -0.7 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 27.4 (0) 4.6 97.2
TS1 2A′′ 6.5 6.4 3.4 3.7 (3.8) 26.0 (1) 2.9 70.2
TS1′ 2A′′ 14.0 13.6 11.4 11.6 (11.7) 25.1 (1) 3.3 77.8
TS2 2A′′ 8.6 8.2 7.2 7.4 (5.6) 28.7 (1) 3.2 74.0
trans-1 2A′′ 10.0 9.6 5.3 4.8 (4.8) 30.3 (0) 3.1 72.5
TSGT 2A 10.1 9.7 5.6 5.2 30.3 (1) 2.6 67.3
gauche-1 2A 9.8 10.1 5.4 5.0 30.5 (0) 3.0 70.8
cis-1 2A′′ 8.9 9.5 4.3 3.6 (3.7) 30.3 (1) 2.5 67.2
TS3 2A 58.4 58.0 53.2 51.4 26.4 (1) 2.5 66.9
2 2A 29.2 28.9 24.3 23.4 29.3 (0) 3.2 71.5
TS4 2A 29.9 29.5 25.0 24.1 28.6 (1) 2.9 70.1
CX2 2A′′ -30.6 -31.0 -33.1 -32.7 28.4 (1) 3.9 83.1
CX3 2A′ -33.5 -33.0 -35.4 -35.4 29.1 (0) 4.0 80.2
H2CO + HOO• 2A′′ -23.9 -24.5 -26.5 -26.4 (-26.5) 27.1 (0) 3.6 106.9

a Calculated at the CCSD(T) level of theory with different basis sets using the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries. The relative energies
calculated at the RCCSD(T) level of theory are given in parentheses.b Obtained from CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) calculated harmonic vibrational
frequencies.c At 298 K and 1 atm.d The number in parentheses is the number of imaginary frequencies.
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for the formation of the gauche conformer of CH3CH2OO• from
CH3CH2

• + O2, calculated from ZPVE corrected CCSD(T)/DZP
energies computed at CISD/DZP optimized geometries. This
striking difference in the energy change accompanying the
formation of the gauche conformer of the isoelectronic radicals
CH3OOO• and CH3CH2OO• is ascribed to the weak character
of the central OO bond in the former radical, as compared with
the expected greater strength of the CO bond in the latter
radical.67

The second step of pathway (b) is the H atom transfer from
C2 to O4 in the trioxy radical1 forming the trioxomethyl radical
intermediate2. As expected on the basis of the electronic
considerations in Section II, this isomerization is found to take
place via a puckered (C1) ringlike transition structureTS3. In
Figure 4, the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p) geometry ofTS3 is

compared with the geometry optimized at the CISD/6-311G-
(d,p) level, rather than that with the QCISD/6-311G(d,p)
geometry. The geometry optimization at the latter level of theory
was not fully accomplished because the iterative procedure
involved in the resolution of the QCISD equations did not
converge in the last steps of the optimization. It is important to
note that we have not found any transition structure for the
intramolecular H-transfer1 f 2 employing the B3LYP method
with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. We tried to locate one using as
the initial geometry that ofTS3optimized either at the CASSCF
or CISD level with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. However, along
the geometry optimization the O5O3 bond was continuously
elongated and the computation did not result in any saddle point.
On the other hand, it is remarkable that the geometry ofTS3 is
qualitatively similar to the ringlike transition structure ofC1

symmetry located at the CISD/DZP level of theory for the
related H atom shift in CH3CH2OO• leading to•CH2CH2OOH.66

At the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level, a potential energy barrier
of 46.4 kcal/mol is predicted for thegauche-1 f 2 isomerization
through TS3. The main reason of this high barrier is the
formation of a highly strained five-membered ring in going
from 1 to transition structureTS3. In fact, the inherent tendency
of the oxygen chain to assume a skew geometry in the hydrogen
polyoxides (HOnH) to diminish lone pair repulsion between the
O atoms is well-known.68 Thus in H2O3 the free valences of
the terminal O atoms point to directions perpendicular to the
OOO plane, the OH bonds being on opposite sides of the
plane.69 Analogously, the O4H1 and O3C2 bonds in2 are nearly
perpendicular to the O4O5O3 plane, while inTS3 these bonds
are far from being perpendicular to this plane, as indicated by
the H1O4O5O3 and C2O3O5O4 dihedral angles of 37.9 and
49.6°, respectively. Furthermore, we note that inTS3 the
C2H1O4 angle is 30.9° smaller than in the strain-free transition
structure TS1′ calculated for the intermolecular H-transfer
between CH3O• and O2.(66) Quelch, G. E.; Gallo, M.; Shen, M.; Xie, Y.; Schaefer, H. F., III;

Moncrieff, D. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1994, 116, 4953.
(67) The experimental average bond energies of the O-O and C-O

single bonds are 33.2 and 84.0 kcal/mol, respectively (Cumper, C. W. N.
WaVe Mechanics for Chemists;Heinemann: London, 1966; p 219).

(68) For a review, see: Mckay, D. J.; Wright, J. S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1998, 120,1003.

(69) Cremer, D.J. Chem. Phys.1978, 69, 4456.

Table 2. Calculated Topological Properties of the Bond Critical
Points and Net Atomic Charges inTS1 andTS1′ a

X-Y
bond

rX
(Å)b

rY
(Å)c

Fb
(au)d

∇2Fb
(au)e εf QX QY

TS1
C2-H1 0.880 0.470 0.1383-0.2088 0.0042 +0.852 +0.304
C2-O3 0.407 0.840 0.3694 0.3564 0.1179+0.852 -0.972
O4-H1 0.887 0.342 0.1745-0.1734 0.0474 -0.168 +0.304
O5-O3 1.227 1.186 0.0262 0.1030 0.1150-0.016 -0.972
O4-O5 0.618 0.637 0.4777-0.5707 0.0021 -0.168 -0.016
C2-H6 0.694 0.380 0.2888-1.0700 0.0449 +0.852 -0.002

TS1′
C2-H1 0.853 0.457 0.1492-0.2554 0.0152 +0.853 +0.286
C2-O3 0.408 0.844 0.3651 0.2869 0.0755+0.853 -0.950
O4-H1 0.902 0.367 0.1565-0.0787 0.0438 -0.141 +0.286
O4-O5 0.642 0.620 0.4676-0.5354 0.0016 -0.141 -0.060
C2-H6 0.697 0.377 0.2895-1.0750 0.0404 +0.853 +0.007

a Determined from Bader topological analysis of the CASSCF/6-
311G(d,p) wave function. Atom numbering refers to Figure 2.b The
distance between the bond critical point and the X atom.c The distance
between the bond critical point and the Y atom.d Electronic charge
density at the bond critical point.e Laplacian ofFb. f Bond ellipticity,
defined asε ) (λ1/λ2) - 1, whereλ1 andλ2 are the negative eigenvalues
of ∇2Fb along the axes perpendicular to the bond path.

Figure 7. Contour plot in theCs symmetry plane of the CASSCF/6-
311G(d,p) electronic charge density of the transition structureTS1 for
direct H atom transfer from CH3O• to O2. Bond critical points are
denoted by squares. The labels of the nuclei that lie in theCs plane are
bold and those that do not lie in this plane are open.

Figure 8. Contour plot in theCs symmetry plane of the CASSCF/6-
311G(d,p) molecular orbital associated with the formingπ bond
between the C2 and O3 atoms in transition structureTS1 for direct H
atom transfer from CH3O• to O2.
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The optimized geometry of the trioxomethyl radical inter-
mediate2, which is formed afterTS3 is cleared, is shown in
Figure 4. At the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level, this structure lies
23.4 kcal/mol above the energy of CH3O• + O2 and is 18.4
kcal/mol less energetic thangauche-1. After including the ZPVE
corrections, this energy separation is found to be 17.2 kcal/
mol. This value is comparable to the energy difference of 20.2
kcal/mol between the radical intermediatesgaucheCH3CH2-
OO• and•CH2CH2OOH obtained by Schaefer and co-workers66

from ZPVE corrected CCSD(T)/DZP energies calculated at
CISD/DZP optimized geometries. We have not found any
equilibrium structure for the trioxomethyl radical2 employing
the B3LYP method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. We tried to
locate one using as initial geometry that of2 optimized either
at the CASSCF or QCISD level of theory with the 6-311G-
(d,p) basis set. However, along the geometry optimization the
O5O3 bond undergoes a continuous elongation leading to the
CX3 complex. In contrast, CISD calculations with the 6-311G-
(d,p) basis set yielded for radical2 an optimized equilibrium
geometry close to those obtained at the CASSCF and QCISD
levels of theory.

The last step of pathway (b) is the easy homolytic cleavage
of the weak central OO bond in2, leading to the hydrogen-
bonded [CH2O‚‚‚HOO•] complex,CX3. This process is highly
exoergic (-59.0 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ+ ZPVE
level of computation) and takes place via the transition structure
TS4 (Figure 5) with a potential energy barrier of only 0.7 kcal/
mol. It appears, therefore, that the intermediate2 is a shallow
minimum on the PES. In accordance with the high exoergicity
and low barrier predicted for the process2 f CX3, TS4
possesses an early characteristic, as shown by the small
differences found between the geometries optimized for2 and
TS4. Actually, the transition vector associated with the imagi-
nary frequency ofTS4 corresponded chiefly to the rotation of
the methylene group about the C2O3 bond combined with a
small lengthening of the O5O3 bond.

In addition to pathway (b), we investigated the concerted HO2
•

elimination in the trioxy radical intermediate1, namely the
second step (eq 5) of the addition/elimination pathway (c). We
tried to locate a transition structure connecting1 with CH2O +
HO2

• at the CASSCF and QCISD levels of theory with the
6-311G(d,p) basis. Starting the transition structure search at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometry ofTSB reported by
Jungkamp and Seinfeld,16 the optimization led in each case to
the transition structure for direct H atom transfer from CH3O•

to O2 (i.e.,TS1). This unexpected result prompted us to perform
an IRC calculation starting at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized
structure ofTSB with the aim of comparing it with the IRC
profile shown in Figure 3 of ref 16 proving the connection of
cis-1 and CH2O + HO2

• via TSB. Our IRC70 calculation
revealed thatTSB is connected to the hydrogen-bonded complex
CX2 in the forward direction and to the loosely bound complex
CX1 in the reverse direction. For the sake of completeness, the
values of the most relevant geometrical parameters of the
structures optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level for the
CX1, CX2, and CX3 complexes are given in Figure 2. The
discrepancy between the two IRC calculations being compared
is ascribed to the different quality of the basis sets employed in
each case. In fact, our IRC calculation was carried out with the
6-311G(d,p) basis set, while the IRC profile shown in ref 16
was obtained by using the 3-21G(d,p) basis,71 which is far too

low to be reliable. At any rate, the results of our IRC calculations
at the CASSCF/6-31G(d), CASSCF/6-311G(d,p), QCISD/6-
31G(d), QCISD/6-31G(d,p), B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), and B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p) levels of theory prove thatTS1corresponds to the
transition structure for direct H atom transfer from CH3O• to
O2. Further attempts to locate at either the CASSCF or QCISD
levels of theory a transition structure for the concerted HO2

•

elimination incis-1, leading either to a loosely bound [CH2O‚
‚‚HO2

•] complex or CH2O + HO2
•, were unsuccessful.

In summary, the stepwise pathway (b) CH3O• + O2 f CX1
f TS2 f trans-1 f TSGT f gauche-1 f TS3 f 2 f TS4
f CX3 f CH2O + HO2

• has as the rate determining step the
formation of the radical intermediate2 with a global potential
energy barrier of 51.4 kcal/mol. This mechanism cannot compete
with the direct H atom tranfer pathway (a) CH3O• + O2 f CX1
f TS1 f CX3 f CH2O + HO2

• involving a potential energy
barrier of only 3.7 kcal/mol.

C. Arrhenius Parameters. Assuming that the oxidation of
CH3O• by O2 takes place through pathway (a) andTS1 is the
transition state, an activation energy (Ea) of 2.8 kcal/mol and a
preexponential factor (A) of 3.5733× 10-14 molecule cm3 s-1

at 298 K are predicted from the relative energies computed at
the RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level and the CASSCF/6-311G(d,p)
calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies. These Arrhenius
parameters give a classical rate constant of 2.9× 10-16

molecule-1 cm3 s-1 at 298 K. The recommended experimental9

parameters areEa) 1.788 ( 0.596 kcal/mol andA ) 3.9 ×
10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and the experimental rate constant is
1.9× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1 at 298 K. Thus the calculated
classical rate constant is about 1 order of magnitude lower than
the experimental rate constant. By using eq 10 a quantum
mechanical tunneling correction factorΓ* ) 9.073 was com-
puted at 298 K, which leads to a predicted rate constant of 2.7
× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1 in good agreement with the
experimental value. This provides further support to the direct
H atom transfer mechanism for the oxidation of CH3O• by O2.

V. Summary and Conclusions

The most relevant energetic results of the present study are
summarized in Figure 6. In contrast to a recent theoretical study
predicting an addition/elimination mechanism forming the
methyltrioxy radical CH3OOO• as intermediate, the oxidation
of CH3O• by O2 leading to CH2O + HO2

• occurs through a
direct H atom transfer pathway involving the ringlike transition
structureTS1 with a potential energy barrier of 3.7 kcal/mol.
TS1 shows an intermolecular noncovalent O‚‚‚O bonding
interaction, which lowers its potential energy with respect to
that of the noncyclic transition structureTS1′ by about 8 kcal/
mol. This noncovalent interaction arises from the polarization
of both oxygen atoms caused by the forces exerted on their
nuclei by the electronic charge accumulated on the oxygen atom
of the CH3O moiety due to the forming COπ bond. The 1,4-
hydrogen shift in CH3OOO• is not accompanied by HO2•

elimination but leads to the trioxomethyl radical•CH2OOOH
via a puckered ringlike transition structure, lying 50.6 kcal/mol
above the energy of the reactants. The good agreement between

(70) Calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level in mass-weighted
internal coordinates, using the second-order algorithm of Gonzalez and
Schlegel (ref 41) implemented into GAUSSIAN 94, with a step size of
0.05 bohr‚amu1/2.

(71) In ref 16 it is stated that the IRC profile was calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. Although the energy calculated at this level of
theory forTSB was not reported, a value close to-263.917 hartrees can
be estimated from Figure 3 in ref 16. This value is by far much higher than
the energy of-265.36587 hartrees we have computed at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level forTSB. An anonymous reviewer has indicated that a number
around-263.917 hartrees arises from calculations at the B3LYP/3-21G-
(d,p) level and concluded that the figure presenting the IRC profile in ref
16 is most probably labeled wrong.
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the calculated (2.7× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1) and experi-
mental (1.9× 10-15 molecule-1 cm3 s-1) values of the rate
constant at 298 K for reaction 1 gives strong support to the
direct H atom transfer mechanism for the oxidation of CH3O•

by O2 in the gas phase.
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